
C ooking at home is more important than 
ever, and nothing makes cooking better 

than a good knife. Families that cook together 
eat together.

Our selection of Japanese kitchen knives are 
beautifully hand-crafted, and they get sharper 
and stay sharp longer than other kitchen 
knives. This makes them more fun, and safer, 
to cook with. They also look great engraved 
with your company logo!

This curated selection of kitchen knives and 
accessories are perfect to give clients, 
employees, or anyone that deserves a high-
quality gift. We’re here to set you up with 
the perfect gifts, so get in touch by emailing 
mike@knifewear.com and we’ll take care of 
the rest.

Bulk Order  
Discounts*

 ➥ 3-9 knives: 
10% off

 ➥ 10-29: 15% off

 ➥ 30+: 20% off

 ➥ 50+: 20% plus 
a free ceramic 
honing rod for  
each knife

 ➥ Add-on  
packages  
with blade 
guard & honing 
rod: $35  
(Discounted 
from $70)

*May only be applied to 
the lines in this brochure. 

Masutani VG10 Western Damascus 

Santoku 165mm  $138

Nakiri 165mm $138

Santoku 165mm $125

Nakiri 165mm $125

Masutani knives are forged by machine, and the rest of the work is finished by hand. They're a great  
budget friendly option. These knives are also more rugged than some other Japanese knives, making 
them a great gift knife. - Prices listed are before bulk discount.

Masutani VG1 Western Tsuchime

Gyuto 180mm $138 Gyuto 180mm $125

Handmade Japanese Knives

CORPORATE GIFT GUIDE



Nakiri
This unique flat-edged knife 
excels at slicing veggies, making 
it perfect for folks who love to 
eat healthy.

Calgary
1316 9 Avenue SE   403-514-0577

Ottawa
800 Bank Street    613-695-4200

Edmonton
10820 82 Ave NW   587-521-2034

Vancouver
4215 Main Street    604-215-1033

For more information contact Mike Wrinch, Operations Manager
mike@knifewear.com

We stand by our products. With every knife we offer 
a first time free sharpening, and a knife-care guide 
to help your clients or employees get the most out of 
their gift. They can also head to knifewear.com/care 
for a video on how to use and care for their knife.

knifewear.com  •  kentofinglewood.com

YOU’VE GOT OPTIONS

If you’re looking for something other than a knife or 
want to create a truly special gift bundle, a Larchwood 
Cutting Board is the way to go. These boards are  
sustainably made in Canada, and their end-grain wood 
helps your knife stay sharp longer. They look gorgeous 
living on any countertop, can be easily engraved with 
your company’s logo, and receive the same discounts 
as the knives in this brochure.

Mini - 15” x 9.5” x 1.5” - $135

Small - 17.75” x 11” x 1.5” - $165

Medium - 17.75” x 13” x 1.5” - $225 

CUSTOM ENGRAVING & GIFT WRAPPING

We offer free gift-wrapping on all purchases. Custom  
engraving is available on knife handles and blades, 
please email mike@knifewear.com for a quote.

COVER ALL THEIR NEEDS WITH ONE GIFT

Add a honing rod and blade guard to your gift for $35  
per knife (normally $70). A blade guard is the best  
way to keep a knife safe, while a honing rod helps  
the user keep the edge sharp up to twice as long.

QUICK GUIDE TO KITCHEN  
KNIFE SHAPES

Santoku     
The perfect small chef’s knife  
for beginners and anyone who  
wants to spend more quality time  
in the kitchen.

Gyuto
The classic chef’s knife, for folks 
who are more confident while 
cooking, or who want to be.


